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Trojan war was undertaken. If the war was more 
than a looting expedition attracted by wealth sc- 
cumulated in the vad t s  of the Trojan citadel, the 
geographical direction of the enterprise must be 
nlemingful. Instcsd of pushing in the direction of 

-- - - the East RIediterranmn shores with their estsb- 
l i shd Levantine city-states, Homer's Achaeans 
try to conquer an illiterate (?) kingdom which 
Lies near the e u h n c e  to the Propontis and the 
Bosphoms. Should ~e think of a menace from the 
Black Sea, and assume that some of the allies of 
the Sea Peoples ultimately came from that direc- 
tion? Hittite and Ugaritic texts have produced 
good new evidence for the bat.tles d o ~ g  the .south 
coast of Asia Minor in the early trt-elftlh ccntllry 
B.c., but whatever may have been the naval tl- 
tivities along the Pontic shores remains undetected 
so far. 

. Stubbings might have made more of the Tarsus 
. evidence (quoted indirectly on p. 17), and he did 

not yet have access to new discoveries such as the 
Myccna ean cemetery a t  M iisgcbi near Ilalicarnas- 
sus or the 130gazkijy and Ugsrit texts. The chapter 
will undoubtedly be brought up to date before it 
goes between the definitive covers of CAI1 volume 
11. 

[There is more suffering for the reader of foot- 
notes as more fzscicles are published. How is one 
to cope with e.g. footnote 4 on p. 3, which reads 
"Cf. C.A.H. 112, ch. XXTI(a), sect. 5, p. 19, with 
refs."? tells us which author and title are 
meant? h'ot the CAI1 fascicles under Bibliog- 
raphy, nor the Iist of titles which appears on the 
back of the bright red cover of mch fascicle and 
which has a numbering system entirely its o m ,  
never used elsewhere. Why this co~sist.ent avoid- 
ance of names of authors in footnotes?] 
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Amorite Personal Nanzes in the Mari  Texts: A 
Structural and Lexical Study. By HERBERT 
BARDWELL HUFFMON. Pp. xvi + 304. Balti- 
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 19G5. Price: 
$7.50. 

The interest produced by the texts of Mari is 
well known and it can easily be gauged by the 
number of studies which they have stimulated. 
The present book cm1 be aligned with the best 
among such studies, both for the importance of the 
topic and the treatment accorded to it. As is made 
clear in the title, the book offers a linguistic 
analysis of the Amoritc personal names found in 
the ah- i  texts (vols. I-IX; XI-XI).  There are 
eleven chapters, which can be grouped into three 
parts. The first part (chapter 11, pp. 13-60) is a 
list of a11 Amorite persond names from 3lari. No 

- - - -  

pr&isetotd G-given;except for the hl~identd ie- 
mark on p. 8 that there are "about 900 possible 
Amorite names." I have counted S7G names in the 
list, to which one should add four new ones froin 
ARMT XI ,  listed by the author in an Addendum 
on p. 304 (ARMT XI11 was published too late for 

- Huffmon to take into consideration). Names for 

which either the reading is doubtful, or a West 
Semitic interpret>ation seems too uncertain, are 
not included in the list, but are referred to in the 
body of the text (e.g. k?i-z1-?;[d?]-an, p. 231; [fa- 
ar-da-nu-wn, p. 20-1). The second part (chapters 
111-VIII, pp. 61-152) offers an  analysis of the 
names arranged according to structural' patterns. 
I t  is on this part of his book tLzt the author places 
most importance. He is the first one to apply in a 
systematic fashion to the hnorite onomastican 
what Noth and Stanun have done for Hebrew 
and Akkadian. Following especially Not h's classi- 
fication, Nuffmon analyzes t.he names on the basis 
of their internal structure, i.e. the laws according 
to n-hich nonlinsl and verbal elements enter into 
combination nith each other. The third part 
(chapter JX, pp. 153-273) is a glossa,ry listing all 
&he k x i c d  dmt!nt~a&h can be ;SOlatjed the- 
names. XIere too no total is given by the author; 
I have countcd 303 elements. With modesty, 
Huffn~on states the hi t t t t ions  of bis glo,sary by 
saying that "lexical discussions do not generally 
carry conviction" (p. 133). But no doubt scholars 
will be grateful to him for the wealth of material 
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which he has collected together in a lucid and com- 
prehensive way. At the beginning of the book there 
is an introduction (chapter I )  which gives a short 
history of the Amorite problem, and at the end the 
reader mill fmd a well selected bibliography (pp. 
281-99). 

The author is accurate, a quality of spcciat irn- 
pr tancc for a book which will largely be used as a 
reference tool. At times, hou-ever, one does not 
find in the pertiuent lists material n-hich is othcr- 
wise h o w n  to the author and is discussed else- 
where in the hook. A fen- cases are poirltccl out 
hcre. On p. 189 add the spelling Ab-da-an after 
Fa-ab-da-an (cf. p. 31 and see now also Ab-da-nu 
in CT 45 59:G). On p. 135 add the follon-iug names 
to the list of names ending in -anurn: Aw-nu-nu-zm 
(ARM III 50: 12), Ba-aq-qa-nu-urn (cf. p. I%), 
Bu-nu-ba-ah-la-nu (cf. p. 131), [Ia-sZ-da-nu-u?tz 
(cf. p. 145). @a-mi-za-nu (from l1,11$, cf. p. 198, 
rather than from &IT as on p. I S ) ,  Ya-qi-ra-nu 
(cf. p. 145), Sa-kzc-ra-nu-urn (cf. p. 116), &-&a- 
la-nu (cf. p. 152) ; and see perhaps also Bzc-us-$a- 
nu-urn (Studia Mariana, p. 54; cf. Bu-si-ya, Huff- 
mon, p. 1311, Ga-zi-za-nu-[u~tl] (cf. p. 144), Eia-ar- 
da-nu-urn (cf. p. 204). I t  might also have been 
useful to list other proper names a-hich, even 
though not attested as personzl names, present the 
same kind of structure, e.g. the divine name 
dXu-uk-ru-ub-Et (mentioned on p. 76) and tribal 
names such as Antnihum (for the relationship 
between tribal and personal names cf. pp. 142; 
143; 147-4s). At times, a simple cross-reference 
would hme made the book considerably easier to 
use; thus in chapter I1 a name U e  JJa/A-aq-ba-can 
dwuld have been listed both under A- and fja-, 
rather than only under lTa- (p. 36); for names 
which do dot have a n  obvious interpretation, it 
would have been useful to cross-reference the list 
of ndmes and the lexicou (it is not easy for some- 
body who is not familiar with the material to find 
a discussion of I-zi-a-du-urn [p. 231 under Wp 
[p. 1851) ; whcre different lexical interpretat ions are 
possible, more cross-references should hnve been 
given in the lexicon (thus for names with Ia-si-im-, 
listed only under YSM, but not under S Y ~ I ,  cf. 
p. 2i l ) .  Finally there is a slight discrepmcy in the 
lexicon, where one finds listed as separate lexemes 

the prononlinsl suflixes of the second person singu- 
lar (pp. 218-19) and of the first pcrson plural (pp. 
23-5-36) but not, e.g., the pronominal suffix of the 
first pcrson singular. 

As noted above, the more original part of the 
book is the study of the structure of the person21 
names. One may want to question some specific 
points of t.his section, but the prescntntion as a 
whole is sound ancl clear. There is one major 
point on which I would like to t2ke issue with the 
author, and this is his treatment of n~orphology. 
To be sure, there is no lack of observ a t '  1011s con- 
cerning n~orphological mutters, but one would like 
to see a more resolute and systematic trcatinent- 
jazde de rnirruz, one u-oukd expect an index on 
nlorphology parallel to tho one on phor~ology (pp. 
301-2). As a result, the sense of bdance suffers a 
little, especially in vievi- of the author's claim that 
he is following an "approseh . . . much more uni- 
fied" than that of his ~ T ~ C C ~ S S O ~ S  (p. 113); the 
fact that the subtitle of tbc book is "A Stn~ctural  
and Lexical Study," withmt reference to mor- 
phology, would not scem a sufficient justification. 
Considering the amount of msterial collected in 
the book, as well as the importance of some of the 
topics discussed, i t  is a pity that it should not be 
made easier for the r a d e s  to find the necessary 
references. To obviate t.hiq at Ieaat in part, and as 
a contribution to the book, it may be of some use 
to provide here such a mrsrphological index, with 
the addition of a few ocwsional remarks (braces 
are used to include rnoqdwmes; the nurnbcrs refer 
to the pages of Hutl'mon's book) : 

pronominal suffix of the first person singular 
(i], 106, 112, 113 n. 'is, 117, 135 

pronominal sufliix of the second pcrson singular 
(12 1, ( k a ) ,  10G,21S-19 

prormminal su f f i  of the third person singular: 
Huffmou (pp. 107-1 16, 133-33) does not rccog- 
nize the exisience of a pmnom. suff. { hu) in the 
spelling -Cu-6, against. %he opinion of most other ., . 

scholars. Following Noth, EIufTmon prefers to 
consider this spelling as ntprescnting "an original 
(Anlorite) nominative case ending, statically 
treated in a foreign rlame elenlent" (p. 115). 
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Euffmon's argunwuts deserve serious considem- 
tion, but they do not s c a n  fully convincing. Thus 
on p. 113 IIufimon rejects Gelb's view concerning 
the scrijtio plena on the grounds that for some 
spelli?gs (e.g. Su-zi-m?~) Gclh's rule does not apply; 
but then these same spe:fings are as much against 
IIuflmon's interpret.ation as they are ngainst 
Gelb's (Su-6-mu obviody  does not stand for an 
original nominative endi;?g); in other words these 
spellings arc true excepxions which do not vitiate 
the regulnrity of the principle stated by Gelb. 
Similarly, the fact thnt the name of the s m c  per- 
son can be spelled with or without sc~iplio plena, 
(p. 114) may easily be mplsined as a phenomenon 
of abbre~int~ion, as in Ugarit where an alternation 
of the type Sigildhnu/,%gi?da for the same person 
is well attested (cf. 31. Liverani, "Antccedenti del 
diptotistno arabo nei t&i accadici di Ugarit," in 
in RSO 3s [I9631 p. 132; it is difficult to find a 
similar example jn the t&s of Mari because pa- 
ternity is seldom stated there and it is therefore 
impossible to cletcrmilie whether an abbreviated 
PN refers to the scLnle person as a P N  which is 
not abbreviated). -4gGn, I Iufhon obi ects that 
the "pronominal suffix view . . . would imply 
three-element names," which in turn are "ex- 
trenlely rare among hmr i t e  nm~es" (pp. 112-13) : 
one can turn the a r p m n t  around and say that 
three-clement names arc rare prcciscly because 
they are substituted by names with prmon~inal 
suffixes a t  the end. One could suggest in fact that 
t.he ending -Chu had acquired a spccial stylistic 
value, as in the case of the "Stilregel" noticed by 

. J. J. S t m m ,  Die AX-kmZischc Na?nengebung, Leip- 
zig 1939, p. 72, according to which Alikadian 
avoids the name t b r s  *Ilum-iddinam or *I& 
~ncanwi-i2zm in favor of Ili-icldifiarn and Ili-S- 
mcatzni. The same stylistic consideration may also 
account for the fact that  "the writing -CU-6 is 
found pretlorninantly with the final element" (p. 
112). Fixiallg the objection that ce~Zain nanles 
mould have "two suff~xes differing one fro~n the 
other [c.g. Nu-li-&-at-nu-51, a phenonlenon not 
known elsen-here in Semitic onomastics" (p. 112), 
is certainly a serious objection, and yet there are 
other cases where a unique type of name formation 
is recognized also by Huffinon, as in the case of 
names with the sccond person s h y l a x  of the im- 

perfect (cf. also Su-mu-m-a-bi, notwithstanding 
Huffmon's doubts on p. 113, n. 78) 

pronominal suffix of the first person plural [na} , 
14, S1, 112, 1 13 n. 78, 235-36 

demonstrative (deteiminativc) pronoun, 121-22 
N w n  

nomiiial patterns, 93-94,96,9S-99,142-51,203 
declension: 

nominative, 101-107, 117, 124-25 
genitive, 9G n. 5, 11s-23, 128 
diptotes, 123-21 
absolute case, 62, 100, 119 
ending ( a ) ,  92, 106-107, 123-24; for the in- 

terpretation of this ending as a mark of the 
genitive note :Jso the following correspondence: 
A-bi-a-mu-ti K4R.TU (L. Lcgaiu, Les temps 
des rois d'Ur, Paris 1912, N. 267: 10.14) and 
A-bi-ia-mu-la in the new genealogy of 1Ia.m- 
rnurapi, the t a t  of which has been made h o r n  
by 3. J. Finllielstcin a t  the 10G5 rnecting of the 
American Oriental Society in Chicago; I inter- 
pret the name 3s 'ab-yamCli/a. 
mimation, 95, 100 
construct state, 104-107, 117, 118-25. 
determination, 107 n. 53: Huffmon rejects the - 

view that there may be an ending (a] related to 
the Aramnic poit-positive article. 

gender: feminine in (a], fatwn), [turn), 62, 
133-32 (note however that {alum} is also tlsed as 
a hypcoristic ending for masculine names) 

T7erb 

Basic Stem 
imperfect: 

vocalic classes, 63-73, 74-75 
fnst pcrson singular with prerefix { 'a), 66 
second person singular with p r c f ~  (tn), 14,. 

63,66 (?), 67 (?), G9, 'iO,Sl, S6 
second person singular with prefix (ti), 77 
third person singular masculir~e with p r e f ~  
fya}, 14,63-73, 132; on p. 77 Huffmon says 

that the elements ya-Su-trh and ya-pu-uh cannot 
be considered as imperfect bccause they never 
occur initially. It is possible, however, to  con- 

* sider these (theophorous) elements as abbrevia- 
tions of a divine name of the type Yakrub-El, 
for which see p. 76; if so, the elements would 
indeed be imperfect 
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third person singular masculine with prefix 
(yil, 74 01, 82 

third person singular masculine with prefix 
('el or {'ij, 7G-77, S3 

third person singular feminine with prefix ( la ) ,  
l4,6G, 86, 133-34 
imperfect passive, 7 5 7 6  
present-future of the type yaqaltal: the existence 

of such a form is not considered likely by HUE- 
mon, pp. 84-85 

perfect : 
in gencralS7-94 
first pcrson singclar ending in (ti], 91 
second person singular ending in f ta J ,  91 
third person singular ending in 191, 90-91 
stative and transitive forms, 87, S9, 91 
perfect passive, 75 n. 83, 93 

impcrativc, 86-ST 
precative \>ith {la], 78-81 
active participk, 79-80, 90, 92, 95, 101 

passive participle, 93, 95, 95-99, 133 
Other stems 

basic stern with infk { f j , 81-82,94 
intensive stem (D), 82-85 
causzlthe stem: 

imperfect, 66-72, 74 
imperfect psssive, 75-70 
jussive, 71-72 
precative, 81 
pnrticiple, 14, 74, 14s-50 
form with prefix (91, 94 11. 217, 268 

Weak vmbs 
prirnae ir~firrnae, 6s-70, 74, 77, 89, 207-18 
secundac infirme, G5, GS-70, 90, 101 
tertiae infinnae, 70-773, 90, 133 
verbs doubly we&, GI ,  65, 70 
geniiate forms, 77-78, 90. 

GIORGIO BUCCCLWTI 

Urnr~rmm or C A L ~ O R S I A  

hrew Iiebrew Potms from the Gmim. By J. SCHIR- 
MAW. (J?ublications of the Israel Academy 
of Sciences and Htunsnities). I'p. xxii + 53s. 
Je~usalem, 1965. 

The Cairo Geniza provcd to be an imnlcnsely 
rich repository of nledievnl Hcbrew poetry. A case 
in point is the early and highly origins1 payfdn, or 
liturgical poet, Yanuay, an  este:~sivc volume of 
whose creations was assembled by the late 31. 
Zulny from G e n k  material. Of a previously un- 
known poet, Solomon of Sinjsr in Uppcr Mesopo- 
tamia, hi. Zulay counted about a timusand poems 
coming from the snmc source (Schirman, New 
P m s ,  47). Since the inception of Genizn research 
in the 1890's much has been accomplist~ed to bring 
the vast material under control. Hut much remains 
to be done. In this new book Sclirmann provides 
an anthology of hithcrto unpublished poem iron1 
the Geniza, including sonle d l ich  were printed 
previously iu incomplete form. This great work is 
the fruit of over thirty years of research in li- 
braries all other Europe and America, in pnrticulnr 
a t  the University Library, Cambridge, where, since 
1956, a "New Series" of Genizu material has been 
made available to  scholars, and, as far as poetry 

is concerned, was largely identifrcd by Profcssor 
~rxnann. Sc h: 

The first section of the book contains the crea- 
tions of the eostenl poets, startirig with those frorn 
Ryzanti~ie times, partly bearh~g Greek or Aramaic 
names, and ending with a fourteenth century poet 
from Bagdad. It wzs indeed the Geniza wfiicil re- 
instnied the enstem branch of mcdieval Iiebrerr 
poetry to  its p r o p  place, and the volume uuder 
review contributes much in this respect. In the 
second scctiorl we read new-and somethnczi very 
beautiful-poems from the pen of the classical 
authors of the Spanish period. The third is de- 
voted to ?nuu.ashshahs, or strophic poems, often 
concluded with an Arabic or Spanish couplet, or 
one being a mixture of these two vernaculars 
spolcen by J e m  in addition to literary Hebrew (p. 
323). The fourth contains muqdnras, a form of 
literature popular in Hebrew as  in Arabic litera- 
ture. The conc1udi:q section deals with a variety 
of subjects, suc1;rts rhymcct maxims and proverbs -- 
and poems of historical contcnt. Thc poems are 
edited with meticulous c w e ,  equipped with full 
bibliogaphical dctails and commentaries, as x e l  
(LS introductions itlustmting both the intricate 
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